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About This Content

Discover the subtle beauty of the New Mexico landscape. Its nickname - “Land of Enchantment” - fits perfectly. A lot of unique
natural scenery will accompany you during all hauls, two trips will never feel the same.

Drive through urbanized areas like Albuquerque, sparsely populated trading posts, rest stops in the middle of the desert, lush
forests and mountain ranges. New Mexico has a lot to offer in terms of landscape variety. Cross Rio Grande, visit Carson

National Forest, Baylor Peak, Pyramid Rock and other natural landmarks.

Spend your night, rest, refuel and repair your truck on one of the many unique truck stops around New Mexico's highways.
Admire the red sunsets while driving past recognizable monumental rock formations.

New Mexico (Navajo: Yootó Hahoodzo) is the fifth largest by area and the 36th most populous of the U.S. states. This corner-
state has diverse nature which includes deserts, high plains, and mountains. The climate is generally semi-arid to arid because

New Mexico has very little water.
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Key Features

 Over 4,000 miles of new in-game roads

 14 major cities, including Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Roswell

 11 custom rest/truck stops for parking and refueling

 More than 600 completely new 3D graphics assets

 Complex and realistic custom-built junctions and Interstate interchanges

 8 new company docks and industries

 Unique landmarks both natural and man-made

 New Mexico achievements to unlock

Cities included in the expansion
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Title: American Truck Simulator - New Mexico
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish,Ukrainian
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I passed the first surgery, but can't move on to more! I've tried reinstalling, checking the original install, but nothing helps. I
thought this was the full game, not just a trial game! WTF!?. [Don't buy this on Steam.
There's a Magmatic Bundle including this in the in-game shop.
The other skins included in the in-game bundle are not sold on steam.]

FORGET WHAT I SAID - ITS ALL GOOD NOW :D

- - Bundle available on both platforms now! Go grab these awesome skins! - -

Thanks to peter_a_klei for making this happen and letting me know <3
Keep up the good work :D. DON`T BUY IT< IT DOESN`T LOAD
. Nyheim is a dice depending boardgame. Its like killing mutated rats instead of zombies.
You have 3 ways to win the game. 1. Build up your HQ to lvl 5. 2. Finish all yellow Quests and 3. Survive the winter.
At my first 3-5 runs it was nearly impossible to win or even thing about to it. Its not like normal boardgames its a bit harder until
you figured out how to play ist.
After every game you recieve some EXP whichyou can use to "upgrade" your group of survivors for the next run. Note: ONLY
for the next run.
In my opinion the notifications ingame disapear to fast. Sometimes its impossible to read them.

I think this is a good game. Some options could be optimized but as i read in the community hub they wont do any upgrades
(stand April 2017).

If you can buy it at the sale day (1,35€) its realy worth its price.. HG is AWESOME. This game is really short. Lacks a whole
lot of interesting mechanics but its enjoyable for a while.
Its indeed hard to memorize and keep track of all the stuff thats happening, but its doeable.

Also some game breaking bugs in the main menu, might want to check them out.. If Othello was an arcade shooter.
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It was about time! I've been waiting this release for years.
Gameplay is incredible fun and addictive. The music is amazing.
Looking forward to Inversus 2, haha.. is the boom boom puzzle bubble. Great game enjoying it! well worth it!. "Computers for
the masses and not for the classes"... Brilliant quotes for times that demanded engineering, wits and being passionate for stuff
you love. A very well thought, and well put together, documentary. As a kid in the early-to-middle 1980's I loved to read news
on the computing magazines such as Compute! or Compute!'s Gazette as well typing programs from such magazines...

I believe this documentary is a must see for those of us who lived in those years, which puts in a balanced format the way that
computing was being defined at the time. As another viewer commented earlier, it is quite valuable by having first-hand
comments and not speculative thoughts done by somebody else. This is narrated by the people who lived the moment back in
those years.

Now I realize based on those comments why I made my career choosing, and interestingly enough I keep my computer at my
bedroom... Now I realize why. ;-)

Great stuff indeed.. Tales of Cosmos is an adventure game which treads a fine line between being fun and annoying to play but
overall it has enough good qualities to recommend it. First, the bad - slowly flying around to various planets and satellites
becomes tedious as the items you need are always spread out and there is a lot of flying around trying to figure out what you
have missed. Perseus gives you hints which can be highly useful but generally making sense of the items and puzzles is hard
work. I had to use a video to make progress a few times and some puzzles require exact timing as well as the correct
combination of items. Still, the game has personality and is charming and funny which counts for something. The ending was
also very nice.
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